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Hodgman disappoints with gimmick Aboriginality policy 

TAC Chief Executive Officer Heather Sculthorpe today dismissed Premier Will Hodgman’s 

changes to State Aboriginality policy as “a pretty cynical gimmick to attract votes in Circular 

Head.” 

Ms Sculthorpe said, “Mr Hodgman kept all of Tasmania waiting for over a year for his 

‘renewed relationship’ with Aboriginal people only to come up with this cheap stunt. He has 

disappointed Aboriginals and no doubt the rest of Tasmania. 

Most services to Aboriginals are supplied by the Commonwealth, not the State, so Mr 

Hodgman’s ‘profound’ announcement is pretty irrelevant.  

It is disturbing, however, that a Premier in this day and age would insult Aboriginal people by 

encouraging any Tom, Dick and Jane to ‘tick a box’ and be credited with being part of a 

people who have suffered harshly at the hands of governments. In one sense, giving Aboriginal 

status to anyone claiming it is bureaucratically wiping us out as a distinct people – just a 

milder form of attempted genocide than the one of the early 1800s. 

“It is disappointing that in an ‘Australia Day’ speech, the Premier did not give his opinion 

about the increasing call to abandon this racist celebration. Nor did he announce amendments 

to the outdated Aboriginal Relics Act to remove its most racist features, let alone give a 

commitment to a modern and decent Aboriginal Heritage Protection Act”. 

The effect of the decision will place enormous pressure on Tasmanian fisheries and Parks and 

Wildlife. Mr Hodgman specifically mentioned greater access to mutton birding and other 

cultural practices. That means tens of thousands can now claim cultural rights to raid mutton 

bird rookeries and fish without paying recreational fishing fees. How the authorities will 

manage this is difficult to imagine. 

Revenue raising from recreational licences will take a hit. Recreational licences cost $52.85 

and raised just under $1.185 million. If half the recreational fishers now tick a box to avoid the 

fee, the Tasmanian taxpayer will have to subsidise this by $500,000. 

More tricky is that Mr Hodgman might be encouraging people to break the law. It is an offence 

to knowingly give false information when applying for an Aboriginal cultural fishing licence. 

Financial penalties apply. 

For our part it will be business as usual. We will raise the attitude of the Premier at the next 

large gathering of the Aboriginal community where it is likely we will be told to cut off 

contact with the Hodgman government. 
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